Conditional specification of distributions is a developing area with many applications. In the finite discrete case, a variety of compatible conditions can be derived. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to study the compatibility of two conditional probability distributions under the finite discrete set up. A technique based on rank-based criterion is shown to be particularly convenient for identifying compatible distributions corresponding to complete conditional specification, including the case with zeros. The proposed methods are finally illustrated with several examples.
Introduction
Specification of joint distributions by means of conditional densities has received considerable attention in the literature in the last decade or so. Possible applications may be found in the area of model building and in the elicitation and construction of multiparameter prior distributions in Bayesian scenarios. For example, suppose X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X k ) is a k-dimensional random vector taking on values in the finite range set X 1 × X 2 × · · · × X k , where X i denotes the possible values of X i , i = 1, 2, · · · , k. Efforts to ascertain an appropriate distribution for X frequently involve acceptance or rejection of a series of bets about the stochastic behavior of X. Let us consider that in this situation we are facing a question of whether or not to accept with odds 4 to 1 a bet that X 1 is equal to 1. Then, if we accept the bet it puts a bound on the probability that X = 1.
The basic problem is most easily visualized in the finite discrete case. Several different approaches exist in the literature with regard to the problem of determination of the possible compatibility of two families of conditional distributions (Arnold and Press, 1989; Arnold and Gokhale, 1994; Cacoullos and Papageorgiou, 1983; Wesolowski, 1995) . In addition, the problem of determining most nearly compatible distributions, in the absence of compatibility, has been addressed [Arnold and Gokhale 1998; Sarabia (1999, 2001) ]. Here we focus, on the finite discrete case, and take a closer look at the compatibility problem viewing it as a problem involving linear equations in restricted domains. The issue of near compatibility is also discussed using the concept of ε-compatibility [see Arnold et al. (1999) , Ghosh and Balakrishnan (2013) , and the references therein]. Furthermore, we also focus our attention on situations when we have incomplete (or partial) information on (either or both) the two conditional probability matrices A and B, under the compatible set-up.
In particular, we transform the problem of compatibility to a linear programming problem and derive conditions for compatibility based on the rank of a matrix D, whose elements are functions of the two conditional probability matrices A and B. It is found that the problem of compatibility, with our approach, is reduced to a large extent to a set of IJ equations in (I − 1) unknowns with non-negativity constraints, where I and J are the dimensions of the matrices A and B. However, we mainly focus here on cases in which I = 2, 3, 4 and J = 2, 3, 4. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the concept of compatibility for any two conditional probability matrices A and B in the discrete set up. In Section 3, we discuss an alternative approach to compatibility for the (2 × 2) and (3 × 3) cases and introduce the idea of rank-based criterion based on the rank of the matrix D. In Section 4, we provide a discussion on the problem of compatibility and/or minimal incompatibility when we have incomplete specification of matrices A or B, or both. In Section 5, some concluding remarks are provided.
where
If such a matrix P exists, then, if we assume that
Equivalently, A and B are compatible if there exist stochastic vectors
for every (i, j). In the case of compatibility, η and τ can be readily interpreted as the resulting marginal distributions of X and Y, respectively. For any probability vector η = (η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η I ), p ij = b ij η i is a probability distribution on the IJ cells. So, the conditional probability matrix, denoted by A, and its elements (a ij ) will be given by
for every (i, j). If A and B are compatible, then
We then have
In this case, the expressions given in (1) can be rewritten as
which in matrix notation the above can be written as
where D is a matrix of dimension IJ ×I, and the above equation is a system of IJ equations in I −1 unknowns η i , in view of the restriction
Through well-known matrix operations (such as left-multiplication by non-singular matrices), its rows can be reduced to at most I rows with non-zero elements (the so called "Row Echelon form"). Now, let this reduced system be denoted by D r y = 0, where y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y I−1 ) . Matrices A and B are compatible if the system D r y = 0 has a solution y of non-negative elements with at least one positive element. If such a y * exists, it can be scaled to arrive at a probability vector η * . However, A and B are not compatible if the only solution with non-negative elements of D r y = 0 is the null vector. In order to examine whether or not such a solution y * of D r y = 0 exists (especially when I − 1 is large), the methodology of linear programming may be used. Specifically, consider the problem of maximizing the objective function i y i , subject to (a) the non-negativity constraints i y i ≥ 0, (b) the equality constraints D r y = 0, and (c) the constraint i y i ≤ 1. If the maximum of the objective function is positive, then the corresponding optimizing vector is y * , which can be scaled into a probability vector η * . If the maximum is 0, then A and B are not compatible.
Compatibility of two matrices A and B
We know that if the matrices A and B are compatible, then a ij p ·j = b ij p i· for every i = 1, 2, . . . , I, j = 1, 2, . . . , J (see Arnold et al. (1999) ). Equivalently, we can write
for every i = 1, 2, . . . , I, j = 1, 2, . . . , J, which again can be written as
for every i = 1, 2, . . . , I, j = 1, 2, . . . , J. In matrix notation, the above system of linear equations can be written as
where C contains elements calculated from those of A and B and is a matrix of dimension IJ × IJ and
Theorem 1. The solution space, Ω, for the system of equations in (3) is (I −M )z, where M is an idempotent matrix and z (IJ×1) is any arbitrary vector of dimension IJ × 1.
Proof. See Ghosh and Nadarajah (2017).
An alternative approach to compatibility
Questions of compatibility of conditional and marginal specifications of distributions are of fundamental importance in modeling. The earliest work in this regard is Patil (1965) . He considered the discrete case under a mild regularity condition and showed that the conditional distributions of X given Y and of Y given X will uniquely determine the joint distribution of (X, Y ). There are several versions of necessary and sufficient conditions for compatibility given by Arnold and Press (1989) and Arnold et al. (2002 Arnold et al. ( , 2004 . In some situations, the condition of Arnold et al. (2004) for checking compatibility was found to be difficult and less effective. This is the reason for us to propose here a relatively easy and simple procedure to check the condition for compatibility. The new method, which requires only some elementary type operation of matrices ("Row Echelon form"), provides a much simpler and an effective approach. When the given conditional distributions are compatible, it is natural to ask whether the associated joint distribution is unique. This issue has been addressed in the literature by Amemiya (1975) , Gourieroux and Montfort (1979) , Nerlove and Press (1986) , and Arnold and Press (1989) . Arnold and Press (1989) pointed out that the condition for uniqueness is generally difficult to check. In this paper, through the structure of the reduced D matrix, we provide a simple criteria for checking uniqueness as well.
Here, we discuss the compatibility of two conditional matrices A and B along with the uniqueness and the existence of a joint probability P based on the rank of a matrix D. A key feature is in the fact that it can be applied to situations wherein matrices A and B have some zeros appearing in the same position. In situations like this, the cross product criterion can not be applied to check compatibility. (IJ) is greater than the number of unknowns (I − 1), and so we must have a non-trivial solution. If the non-trivial solution is positive then it can be appropriately scaled to arrive at a probability vector η * . Hence, the two matrices A and B are compatible. However, in this case, the system of equations is not homogeneous and we have at most (I − 1) solutions.
When rank(D) = I − 1, we have (I − 1) unknowns subject to the linear constraint
equations (excluding the redundant equations from the total set of IJ equations) and the system of linear equations is homogeneous so that there exists a unique solution. This completes the proof.
This theorem is useful in situations when the two conditional matrices A and B have zeros as elements appearing in the same position in which case we can not guarantee the existence of a compatible matrix P by the cross-product ratio criterion. Next, we discuss the compatibility for (3 × 3), and (4 × 4) cases with some examples.
Proof of Rank(D)=2 when A and B are compatible in a (3 × 3) case
First of all, the form of the D-matrix in a (3 × 3) case is given by 
Note that if the matrices A and B are compatible, then all possible cross product ratio(A)=cross product ratio(B). First of all, we apply the following elementary row operations:
• new(row1)=row 1+row 4+row 7
• new(row2)=row 2+row 5+row 8
• new(row3)=row 3+row 6+row 9, so that matrix D reduces to
Again, we perform the following elementary row and column operations:
• new(row6)= row4 a23
• new(row8)= row8 a32
• new(row9)= row4 a33
• new(row 4)= row4 a21 +new(row 5)+new(row 6)
• new(row7)= row7 a31 +new(row 8)+new(row 9), so that matrix D has the form
Now, we consider the following row operations:
• new(row 8)=row 8+row 9
• new(row 5)=2 row 5+row 6-new(row 8)
• new(row 4)=row 4-row 7
• new(row 6)=row 6-row 8, with which matrix D reduces to
Now, with new (row 4)=row 4-row 5, new(row 5)=row 5-row 6, the D matrix reduces to
Let us consider the determinant of any sub-matrix of order (2 × 2), say,
The determinant for the matrix B is given by
Thus, we have rank(D) = I − 1 = 2. Hence, A and B are compatible iff rank(D)=I − 1. However, if A and B are not compatible, then rows of A are not proportional to the rows of B, which implies that rank(D) > 2. This completes the proof.
Proof of Rank(D)=3 when
A and B are compatible in a (4 × 4) case
As before, the form of the D-matrix in a (4 × 4) case is given by 
First, we consider the following elementary row operations:
• new(row1)=row 1+row 5+row 9+row 13
• new(row2)=row 2+row 6+row 10+row 14
• new(row3)=row 3+row 7+row 11+row 15
• new(row3)=row 4+row 8+row 12+row 16, so that matrix D reduces to
Now, we consider the following elementary row and column operations:
• new(row 6)= row6 a22
• new(row 7)= row7 a23
• new(row 8)= row8 a24
• new(row 10)= row10 a32
• new(row 11)= row11 a33
• new(row 12)= row12 a34
• new(row 14)= row14 a42
• new(row 15)= row15 a43
• new(row 16)= row16 a44
• new(row 5)= row5 a21 +new(row 6)+new(row 7)+new(row 8)
• new(row 9)= row9 a31 +new(row 10)+new(row 11)+new(row 12)
• new(row 13)= row13 a41 +new(row 14)+new(row 15)+new(row 16), so that matrix D has the form
We now consider the following row operations:
• new(row 5)=row 5-row 9
• new(row 6)=row 6-row 10
• new(row 7)=row 7-row 11
• new(row 8)=row 8-row 12
• new(row 9)=row 9-row 13
• new(row 10)=row 10-row 14
• new(row 11)=row 11-row 15
• new(row 12)=row 12-row 16, with which matrix D reduces to 
Study of compatibility under incomplete specification on A or B, or both
In this section we will consider the problem of compatibility of two conditional probability matrices A and B under the discrete set-up when more than one element either in A or in B is unknown. In particular, we will discuss in detail the (2 × 3) case and we will consider two different situations which in detail as follows:
• More than one element is unknown only in A,
• More than one element is unknown in both A and B.
Our objective here is to investigate what happens to the compatibility condition when we have above situations. Here, we assume that all the elements in matrices A and B are strictly positive. Also, A has elements such that column sums are equal to one and B has elements such that the row sums are equal to one. So, we have α 11 + α 22 = 1.
Compatibility when only elements of
We know that the problem of compatibility can be reduced to (in matrix notation as) Dη = 0, where D has elements computed from the matrices A and B. Also, we note that if the two matrices A and B are compatible, then Cp = 0 and vice versa. In this case, we have two constraints α 12 + α 22 = 1 and η 1 + η 2 = 1. So, the set of equations, involving α 12 and α 22 , that are sufficient to finding the unknown values (remaining equations will be redundant), from (2), will be
Now, due to the constraint, we get from (6) that
Again, by substituting the value of η 1 in (6) and using the constraint that α 12 + α 22 = 1, we get the value of α 22 , to be
Subsequently, the unknown value of α 12 will be α 12 = 1 − α 22 . The linear constraints in this case are as follows (considering the fact that the column sums of the matrix A are each equal to one and η i , i = 1, 2, 3, are the marginal probability vectors corresponding to B)
Some Examples
Then, according to the compatibility condition, we will have Dη = 0 if matrices A and B are compatible. However, the D matrix in this case will be 
So, the set of linear equations to find the unknown η i s as well as the unknown α ij s will be (from the above D matrix) as follows:
Solving the above set of equations with the constraints, we get the following expressions for the unknowns:
Consequently, on using (23), (24) Importantly, these are the unique choices for which the two given matrices A and B are compatible.
Compatibility when some elements in both A and B are unknown
Suppose we have a situation where in both in A and B some elements are unknown, and we define the unknown elements of the matrix A by α ij and unknown elements of the matrix B by β ij . First, let us consider the situation when I = 2 and J = 3 with In this case, we have same constraints on the unknown elements α ij as before, and for β ij we have the following restrictions:
We will then have the following set of equations (for those involving the unknowns and excluding the redundant equations):
Again, by using the constraints, we get from (32) that,
Also, from (29), by using the constraint in (28), we get
Substituting the above expression of η 1 in (33), we get (after some algebraic simplification), .
Due to the constraint, we can now find the unknown value of α 22 to be
As an example, As before let us consider matrices A and B as 
and hence
Furthermore, we note that in this case also, these are the choices for the unknown values for which matrices A and B are compatible and that they are unique. Again, let us consider the compatibility set-up corresponding to which we have the equation
Choices of the unknown values of A under incompatibility
and η i are the marginals corresponding to the variable X. The above equation can be written in terms of a system of equations as mentioned earlier, for which the D matrix reduces to 
So, if A and B are not compatible and we instead consider the concept of ε-compatibility, then according to Arnold et al. (1999) , the system of inequalities can be written as 
There will be another six equations which will be exactly the same, but with only difference in their sign. Note that in this situation we have a system of equations with 3 unknowns (including those constraints on η and α ij ). Let us try to find out those values by considering equality in the previous set of equations. Thus, from (37), we get
and
So, after some algebra, we get (by substituting the expression for η 3 = 1 − (η 1 + η 2 ), in (38) and (39), and solving) Furthermore,
The estimated value of η 3 can be found by substituting the values from (41) and (42) 
Compatibility in the General Case
We now will discuss the problem of compatibility when the dimension of the two matrices A and B is of the order (I × J). In this case, we restrict to the situation when there are two elements unknown only in A, while in matrix B all the elements are known. Let us consider in matrix A in the l 1 − th column (1 ≤ l 1 ≤ J), two elements are unknown and they appear at i 1 − th and i 2 − th rows, where (1 ≤ (i 1 , i 2 ) ≤ I). Since column sums of A add up to 1, we can write, considering the unknown elements to be denoted by α ij s,
while for B all the rows add up to 1, all the elements are known, and that
Now if we have the information that the matrices A and B are compatible, then we can write
Hence, the unknown value of α i1l1 will be given by
We can then write
However, the solution for η i s can be obtained by using any set of (I − 1) equations, since
Concluding Remarks
The search for a compatible P in terms of equations subject to inequality constraints is based on the fact that we really need to find one compatible marginal, say, corresponding to the random variable X, and we consider the fact that when this is combined with B will give us P. Compatible conditional and marginal specifications of distributions are of fundamental importance in modeling. Moreover, in Bayesian prior elicitation context, inconsistent conditional specifications are to be expected. In such situations, interest will center on most nearly compatible distributions (see Arnold et al. (1999) , and Ghosh and Balakrishnan (2013)). In the finite discrete case, a variety of compatibility conditions can be derived. In this article, we have discussed in detail the problem of compatibility in the context mentioned earlier by identifying it as a programming problem and have developed a rank-based criterion. Although we have shown that the rank of the matrix (whose elements are constructed from the two given matrices A and B) under compatibility will be I − 1, for a (3 × 3), and (4 × 4) case, the result is true for any dimension of the two given matrices. A significant amount work here draws heavily from Arnold et al. (1999) and Arnold and Gokhale (1998) . Also, we have provided a discussion on the topic of compatibility when we have missing elements in either A or B, or in both. It has been observed that for a given A and B, under compatibility, the choices for the missing elements are unique. In addition, we have discussed in this context what would be the possible choices of those missing elements when we have the information that the two matrices are incompatible. However, for a general case when the dimension of the matrix D is (IJ × I) , the strategy discussed here will be quite challenging in identifying the solution for the unknown elements either in any of the conditional probability matrices A and B or in both. Also, when we have elements missing in A and B in different positions, then the procedure will result in solving a set of IJ number of equations which is cumbersome and quite difficult to handle. In such a situation, one may consider the concept of compatibility under rank one criterion as proposed by Arnold et al. (2001) . One interesting question that may arise here is how can we extend the above technique under compatibility when there exists more than two conditional matrices in the discrete case, i.e., if we are given three matrices A, and B and C, where
A is the conditional probability matrix of (say) X, given Y and Z, B is the conditional probability matrix of (say) Y, given X and Z, C is the conditional probability matrix of (say) Z, given X and Y.
Furthermore, what would happen in the situation (under compatibility) when some of the elements are unknown in any of A, B or C, or in all of them? Such questions require a careful study of the concept of compatibility. We are currently looking into these issues and hope to report the findings in a future paper.
